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Chapter 1060  

“Today is really lively. I, Dong Jiahao, also came to make a bet. I bet Brother Chen to win, 20 billion…” 

 

Dong Jiahao also brought people from the Dong family. This time, Dong Jiahao brought two masters 

with the peak strength of Wuzong. It can be seen that the strength of the Dong family is not small. 

 

The appearance of Dong Jiahao made many people very surprised. They didn’t understand the 

relationship between Dong Jiahao and David. How could they bet on David’s victory? 

 

Seeing Dong Jiahao’s appearance, Guo Wei’s face changed. During the trial, Dong Jiahao helped David 

everywhere, and now he has brought two masters from the peak of Wuzong. I don’t know what will 

happen to today’s competition. 

 

“Long Xiao is here…” 

 

At this moment, someone shouted, and then saw Long Xiao walking slowly along with Long Jingguo! 

 

There are also several dragon masters behind them! 

 

At this time, Long Xiao looked arrogant, his eyes glanced at everyone, his face was full of confidence! 

 

Seeing Long Xiao coming, many people followed Long Xiao to say hello, but Long Xiao didn’t say a word! 

 



Someone felt the aura emanating from Long Xiao’s body, and couldn’t help but exclaimed: “Oh my god, 

the aura on Young Master Long now has the strength of the peak of Wuzong, so David seems to be 

defeated!” 

 

“It’s only been a few days, and Young Master Long’s strength has improved too fast!” 

 

“With time, I am afraid that Young Master Long will become the youngest peak of Wuzong.” 

 

A group of people touted Long Xiao, and more people increased their bets one after another, betting 

that Long Xiao would win! 

 

Seeing this scene, Long Xiao had a smug look on his face, he was deliberately exuding aura. 

 

“Patriarch Long…” 

 

At this time, Guo Wei came forward and said hello! 

 

“Director Guo, I see that there are a lot of people from the Martial Dao Alliance around the venue. Even 

the four elders have been dispatched. Are you afraid that someone will cause trouble?” 

 

Long Jingguo asked with a faint smile. 

 

Guo Wei was stunned for a moment. He didn’t expect Long Jingguo to observe so carefully. He had to 

know that these people who were arranged were mixed in the crowd and were not exposed, but he 

didn’t want to be seen directly by Long Jingguo. 

 

“Our alliance leader is just afraid of making trouble. If something happens, we can’t explain it to Mr. 

Shi…” 



 

Guo Wei explained. 

 

“Hahaha, I wish the leader of the alliance is really careful, but in the entire capital, who would dare to 

make trouble again on such an occasion, isn’t that courting death!” 

 

Long Jingguo laughed. 

 

“Long Patriarch, we can’t underestimate that David too much now. Now this David has his own power in 

Kyoto!” 

 

Yan Su with Guo Wei’s face: “So the leader of the alliance was afraid that David would cause a storm, so 

he planned to use this competition to directly let Young Master Long kill him…” 

 

Long Jingguo was stunned for a moment, but quickly recovered: “Director Guo, you can tell Alliance 

Leader Zhu, and let him rest assured that David can’t cause any trouble in Kyoto. In the arena, let Xiaoer 

abolish him and let that David has become a cripple!” 

 

“Patriarch Long, could it be that you have a deal with David? Why don’t you want that David to die every 

time?” 

 

Guo Wei was very puzzled. 

 

“Director Guo, what kind of deal can we have? I’m just afraid that Xiaoer kills David. When Mr. Shi is to 

blame, won’t my Long family become a scapegoat? If you want David to die, your Martial Arts Alliance 

will send someone to take action. That’s it…” 

 

After Long Jingguo finished speaking, he left with Long Xiao. 

 



Guo Wei looked at Long Jingguo’s back and gritted his teeth: “Bah, what…” 

 

Guo Wei, as the director of the Martial Arts Alliance, although his position is not low, in the eyes of 

many big sects, Guo Wei does not have much prestige and strength. 

 

Soon, basically all the people are here, just waiting for David! 
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“This David is not very strong, but he is not too small. Let so many of us wait…” 

 

“Isn’t this guy afraid of running away?” 

 

“I think most of them ran away, I was too scared to come…” 

 

Some people started booing, thinking that David didn’t dare to come! 

 

“Shut the fcuk up, Brother Chen will definitely come…” 

 

Zhao Chuang listened to everyone’s discussion, and scolded directly. 

 

After the Wuying Villa annexed the Xuanyuan family and the Thunder Gate, its strength has also 

increased a lot. Zhao Chuang’s voice has indeed played a certain role, and many people have shut up! 

 

“David is here…” 

 

Someone shouted, and then saw David following Zao Wou-Ki into the venue! 

 



For a time, countless spiritual auras fell on David, exploring David’s strength! 

 

With a slight smile on his face, David walked into the venue with calm eyes, but his breath was not 

hidden! 

 

“This kid’s breath has also increased a lot…” 

 

The moment he saw David, Long Jingguo’s face instantly turned a little unsightly! 

 

“As I said, David has an adventure, don’t think that only your son’s strength is growing.” 

 

Guo Wei said with a displeased expression. 

 

He still held a grudge for the disrespect of Long Jingguo to him just now. 

 

Long Jingguo ignored Guo Wei, but looked at Long Xiao and said, “Xiaoer, are you sure?” 

 

“Dad, don’t worry, no matter how strong David is, it’s useless. I have the dragon’s artifact in hand, so 

David has no chance of winning!” 

 

Long Xiao looked confident! 

 

“That’s right!” Long Jingguo nodded. 

 

At this moment, Long Xiao narrowed his eyes slightly, and two icy killing intent shot directly at David. 

 



The humiliating scene in the trial will never be forgotten by Long Xiao! 

 

However, David felt the killing intent on Long Xiao and didn’t even look at him, but instead focused on 

Guo Wei. 

 

A ruthless killing intent flashed in David’s eyes. It was Guo Wei who took Sonya away. David will not fail 

to report this revenge! 

 

Feeling the killing intent in David’s eyes, Guo Wei raised the corner of his mouth, and with a slight 

vertical motion, he came to David! 

 

“Your eyes make me very uncomfortable, but I can tell you that even if you have great skills, you can’t 

leave alive today!” 

 

Guo Wei’s eyes were cold, and Guo Wei never forgot the humiliation in the trial. He always wanted to 

find an opportunity to take revenge on David. 

 

As soon as Guo Wei’s words fell, the Bai family, Wuying Villa, Yaoshengu, including the Dong family, all 

stood behind David with a clatter. 

 

Looking at the people behind David, Guo Wei’s face instantly became ugly! 

 

“Hmph, David, you don’t think you can compete with the Martial Arts Alliance with just this person? It’s 

just a dream…” 

 

Guo Wei narrowed his eyes. 

 



David’s murderous aura pervaded his body, and his voice was cold: “In my eyes, your martial arts 

alliance is not even as good as sh!t. All of them are robbers. I feel ashamed to compete with people like 

you…” 

 

David’s voice was not loud, but it was extremely penetrating, and everyone could hear every sentence 

and every word clearly! 

 

Although everyone knew that David blatantly provoked the majesty of the Martial Arts Alliance. 

 

But it was the first time everyone heard such a thing in public, and they couldn’t help being surprised! 

 

Zhu Zhishan in the stands, after hearing David’s words, his face became extremely ugly, and the killing 

intent in his eyes was even stronger! 

 

“What did you say?” 

 

As the director of the alliance, Guo Wei’s pressure suddenly exploded, and the terrifying aura was 

directly pressed towards David! 

 

But just as the terrifying coercion on Guo Wei was pressing towards David, a similarly terrifying aura 

suddenly struck, directly blocking Guo Wei’s coercion! 

 

“Director Guo, in front of so many people, you openly take action. Are you afraid that Long Xiao won’t 

be able to beat Brother Chen, so let you explore Brother Chen’s strength first?” 

 

Dong Jiahao looked at Guo Wei with disdain and asked. 
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The aura just now was emitted by a peak Wuzong powerhouse beside Dong Jiahao. 

 

“You are talking nonsense, our martial arts alliance has always been fair and just, how is it possible to do 

this!” 

 

Guo Wei immediately reprimanded loudly. 

 

He can’t let Dong Jiahao ruin the reputation of the Kyoto Martial Arts Alliance! 

 

Otherwise, wouldn’t the Kyoto Martial Arts Alliance become the laughing stock of the martial arts world 

in the future! 

 

“I’m talking nonsense? You have already made a move, but you still dare to argue? Your breath just 

now, if you hurt Brother David, how will this match compare to Lei?” 

 

Dong Jiahao sneered, and he had two top martial artists beside him, so he was not afraid of Guo Wei at 

all. 

 

Guo Wei’s face was red when he was asked, and he was speechless for a while. 

 

“Director Guo, come back…” 

 

At this time, Zhu Zhishan shouted with a gloomy face. 

 

Guo Wei could only take back his breath, turned around and jumped back to Zhu Zhishan. 

 



Guo Wei walked back, while Dong Jiahao glanced around and said, “Today, I, Dong Jiahao, put my words 

here, it is fair and just to compare Lei, if anyone dares to play tricks behind his back and secretly help 

Long Xiao, I, Dong Jiahao, will never sit back and watch. , I hate those despicable villains the most…” 

 

After Dong Jiahao finished speaking, he directly put his eyes on the body of the leader of the alliance, 

Zhu Zhishan, which made Zhu Zhishan angry, but in front of so many people, he was not easy to get 

angry! 

 

“Brother David, you can do it with confidence, no one dares to play tricks behind your back!” 

 

Dong Jiahao looked at David and patted David on the shoulder. 

 

“Brother Dong, thank you…” 

 

David is very grateful to Dong Jiahao. After all, with the strength of the Dong family, he has not yet used 

David’s place. The reason why Dong Jiahao helped him in this way is because Dong Jiahao himself does 

not look down on the actions of the Martial Arts Alliance! 

 

Two people can be regarded as cherishing each other, and Dong Jiahao is a straight person, if they get 

along, they are a good friend! 

 

David jumped up and went to the ring by himself, and then set his eyes on Long Xiao. 

 

“Come down and die…” 

 

David was full of killing intent, thinking of his mother, David could not wait to kill all the Long family 

members in front of him! 

 

“I think it’s you who died!” 



 

Long Xiao snorted coldly, looked at Long Jingguo and said, “Dad, I’m going down.” 

 

“Well, be careful yourself, remember my words, and don’t despise any opponent.” 

 

Long Jingguo nodded. 

 

Long Xiao’s aura exploded instantly, and then he jumped in front of David, and the terrifying aura 

directly surrounded David. 

 

The two looked at each other, and there seemed to be sparks of collision in the air. 

 

“You are indeed very strong, but when you meet me, I will let you know what real talent is.” 

 

Long Xiao looked at David with disdain, and smiled lightly. 

 

“Talent?” David sneered: “You are not talent, you are arrogant, but I will let you know the price of 

arrogance.” 

 

“What else can you do besides being lip-smacking? Today I’ll let you see yourself clearly…” 

 

After Long Xiao finished speaking, the aura on his body instantly soared, and then he was enveloped in a 

faint blue aura. 

 

Immediately afterwards, Long Xiao’s body flew into the sky, and then disappeared from everyone’s 

sight, leaving only a faint blue mark in the air. 

 



Everyone hurriedly looked up to find Long Xiao’s figure, but they didn’t find it at all. 

 

“Is it possible that Long Xiao can reach the sky and enter the earth?” 

 

Someone said in surprise. 

 

However, at this time, David showed a faint smile on the corner of his mouth, and then bursts of golden 

light appeared on his body. Soon David was like a golden armored warrior standing in the middle of the 

ring! 

 

No matter how fast Long Xiao’s speed is, his ultimate goal is to attack David, so David has launched an 

indestructible golden body, as long as he resists Long Xiao’s attack. 
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Sure enough, at the same time as David’s body glowed with golden light, Long Xiao, who had 

disappeared in mid-air, appeared on top of David’s head at this moment, and slapped David’s head with 

a fierce palm! 

 

David staggered his fists and suddenly moved up! 

 

clang! 

 

With a sound like a heavy hammer, David’s feet instantly fell into the ring, the hard marble also cracked, 

and the splashing stones scattered out! 

 

With one blow, David was at a disadvantage in the eyes of everyone! 

 

“It seems that a genius is a genius. Long Xiao is worthy of being the most talented young man in Kyoto. 

As soon as he makes a move, he has the aura of the peak of Wuzong.” 



 

“This David is afraid that he can’t even support ten moves. This time we have made some money.” 

 

“I originally thought that the competition this time would be very exciting, but this time it is estimated 

that there is nothing to see.” 

 

Everyone who saw the scene in front of them were talking about it! 

 

But these people didn’t see that, although David’s feet fell into the ring and was suppressed by Long 

Xiao on the top of his head, there was no panic on David’s face, but a faint smile on his face! 

 

Looking at the expression on David’s face, Long Xiao didn’t know why, but his back felt a chill! 

 

To prevent the deceitful Long Xiao, he suddenly lifted his body up, followed David away from him, and 

stood firmly opposite David! 

 

“This is the first move…” 

 

David said expressionlessly. 

 

David’s words instantly made everyone stunned, even Long Xiao was a little confused. 

 

He didn’t even understand what David’s words suddenly came up with. 

 

“I see, Brother Chen means to let this Long Xiao make three moves…” 

 

Zhao Chuang’s eyes suddenly lit up and he screamed! 



 

Zhao Chuang’s words surprised everyone, and then looked at David in unison! 

 

In another arena like this, facing the most talented Long Xiao, David still has to give up three moves? 

 

No one believes this is true! 

 

Long Xiao’s eyes narrowed, the muscles at the corners of his eyes were constantly contracting, he felt 

that this was the greatest insult to him! 

 

“Brother Chen, what do you mean by that? Do you want that Long Xiao to make three moves?” 

 

At this time, Dong Jiahao asked David in the ring. 

 

David turned his head and smiled lightly: “You only guessed half right, I asked him not to do three 

moves, but five moves…” 

 

“Five moves?” 

 

Dong Jiahao was also stunned. 

 

You must know that a master makes a trick, and sometimes a single negligence will kill you. Where can 

there be five tricks? 

 

The others also took a deep breath, and couldn’t help being shocked by David’s words. 

 



“David, you fcuking talk big, right?” Long Jingguo stood up abruptly by David, scolded, and then said, 

“Xiaoer, don’t hold back, take this ignorant guy Give it to me, I want to make his life worse than death.” 

 

On such an occasion, David’s words are undoubtedly the greatest contempt and disdain for the Long 

family. How could Long Jingguo bear it. 

 

Long Xiao was already trembling with anger at this moment, and his eyes were full of red! 

 

“David, you are so loud, today I’m going to peel you off for a cramp…” 

 

Long Xiao gritted his teeth, his aura was skyrocketing wildly, and then a light blue ball of light gathered 

on Long Xiao’s fist! 

 

“Holy Light Fist!” 

 

Long Xiao shouted angrily, followed by an explosive punch, savagely towards David’s chest. 

 

This move is the unique skill of Long Xiao’s master, Dingchan, and it can easily break mountains and 

rocks! 

 

“This… This is Master Dingchan’s unique skill. I didn’t expect Long Xiao to learn it all.” 

 

“I have seen Master Dingchan’s Holy Light Fist. At that time, a small mountain collapsed with one 

punch.” 

 

“David is about to hang up now, and he dares to say such words to make five moves. Isn’t this courting 

death?” 

 



Seeing that Long Xiao actually used the Holy Light Fist, everyone was shocked. 

 

boom! 

 

With a loud bang, the punch hit David’s chest fiercely. 
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I saw a dazzling blue light burst out from the arena. This light was like a burning flame. I saw David 

wrapped in it, and even the entire venue could feel this power. 

 

Seeing the scene in front of him, the corner of Long Xiao’s mouth twitched: “Bragging has to pay a price, 

without five tricks, you’ve already been smashed to the ground by me, and you dare to talk big.” 

 

“yes?” 

 

A faint voice came out from the blue light, and then a dazzling golden light erupted. Layers of scales 

began to appear on David’s body, which was like an armor worn on David’s body. 

 

And the blue light group also disappeared without a trace under the illumination of this golden light, 

looking at David’s eyes, full of disdain and indifference. 

 

David’s body did not move, and his body was not hurt in any way. 

 

This time, Long Xiao was a little dumbfounded! 

 

And everyone is also surprised, they don’t understand, what is the strength of this David? 

 



“Is this David’s physical body too strong? Is this not bad golden body practiced to such a degree?” 

 

Guo Wei frowned slightly. 

 

“It’s that Long Xiao is too supportive, he just didn’t use all his strength.” 

 

Zhu Zhishan explained. 

 

Zhu Zhishan had already seen that Long Xiao did not use all his strength. In his opinion, he only needed 

30% of his power to use Shengguang Fist. If he used too much force, David would be smashed into sgum 

. 

 

Long Jingguo had explained that only David could be abolished, but he could not be killed, because a 

living David was still useful to the Long family. 

 

“Two moves, if you make such a painless move, you won’t have a chance after five moves…” 

 

David looked at Long Xiao coldly, his eyes were extremely indifferent! 

 

After listening to David’s words, Long Xiao gritted his teeth, his face flushed with anger! 

 

“David, don’t you just want to discredit my Long family by this method? I tell you, if you don’t need me, 

if you are a man, show your real skills and compete with me with real knives and real guns. , if you say 

that you want me five moves, you are not trying to set me up. I beat you with five moves, but I won’t 

win. I failed to defeat you with five moves. It seems that I have no ability. use?” 

 

Long Xiao stared at David gloomily and said. 

 



David grinned: “Don’t use your villain’s heart to treat a gentleman’s belly, but no matter what you think, 

you still have three chances.” 

 

Long Xiao was really going to be pissed off, clenching his teeth: “If my father didn’t let me kill you, do 

you think you can still stand and talk to me now?” 

 

After Long Xiao finished speaking, his figure disappeared in an instant, followed by a huge breath, 

pressing towards David, and the power of thunder covered the entire arena. At this moment, Long Xiao 

was like a big blue mountain, fiercely moving towards David. David is coming! 

 

David’s eyes narrowed slightly, the golden light on his body skyrocketed a bit, and the dazzling golden 

light made the sun even lower. 

 

rumbling…   

 

The huge aura began to collapse the arena, David’s body also fell rapidly, the entire venue was filled 

with smoke, countless gravel cracked, and a hurricane was blowing in the center of the arena! 

 

But David’s body was wrapped in golden light, and he stood steadily on the ground. David in the golden 

light had a calm expression, as if everything around him had nothing to do with him! 

 

bang… 

 

Long Xiao’s body slammed down heavily, and the entire venue trembled, and a huge deep pit appeared 

on the ground! 

 

And David’s body slowly rose from the giant pit, the golden light on his body did not change in the 

slightest, and it was even more dazzling. 

 



David in mid-air, at this moment, is like an immortal descended from the earth, giving people a feeling of 

wanting to pay homage! 

 

At this time, someone in the venue actually knelt down towards David, and the majesty exuding from 

David directly affected the minds of these people. 
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Seeing this, Zhu Zhishan looked at Guo Wei, Guo Wei immediately made a gesture, four rays of light shot 

out from the four corners of the venue, and then formed a huge mask, covering David and Long Xiao. 

 

At this time, those who were kneeling and worshiping came to their senses, and seeing their ugly state, 

they were all embarrassed! 

 

“This David’s physical body is not only powerful, but his spiritual sense is so arrogant. The minds of those 

people just now were affected.” 

 

Long Xingxu, who was beside Long Jingguo, said in surprise. 

 

Long Jingguo did not speak, his eyes fixed on David, and then he said to himself: “If the Long family 

hadn’t had this accident more than 20 years ago, this David might have become an unrivaled existence. 

.” 

 

At this time, Long Jingguo’s eyes were full of killing intent, he began to kill David, and he also began to 

fear that David would grow up. 

 

In the arena at this moment, Long Xiao’s face became extremely ugly, he looked at David in midair, his 

brows furrowed tightly. 

 

“You still have two chances…” 

 



David’s body was flashing with golden light at this moment, and his voice was full of disdain and 

arrogance! 

 

He just wanted to take this to attack the Long family and the self-esteem of the Long family! 

 

Under the sunlight, David looks like a fairy, overlooking the earth! 

 

“This David is hiding so deep…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan frowned slightly, looking at David in midair! 

 

“This David is indeed too terrifying. He simply forged his body to be so powerful. If he continues to 

develop like this, he will really become a formidable enemy of our Martial Arts Alliance…” 

 

Guo Wei’s face was solemn: “But he is still young and arrogant, arrogant and arrogant. He dares to make 

five moves as soon as he plays. He doesn’t know that in the ring, his arrogance will cost his life.” 

 

Zhu Zhishan shook his head: “This David is not arrogant, he did it on purpose, he deliberately used this 

to humiliate the Long family…” 

 

“Could it be that this David still has any deep hatred for following the Long family?” 

 

Guo Wei was very surprised. He had never heard of the deep hatred between David and the Long 

family! 

 

“I’m afraid only the Long family knows this!” 

 



After Zhu Zhishan finished speaking, he stared closely at the ring! 

 

At this moment, Long Xiao took a few steps back and looked at David coldly, the anger on his body was 

already burning. 

 

This kind of public humiliation is not only humiliating him, but humiliating the entire Long family! 

 

“David, damn you, I’ll make you pay the price…” 

 

Long Xiao had already put Long Jingguo’s advice behind him, and killing intent had begun to rise from his 

body! 

 

He has to slash David with a thousand swords to relieve the hatred in his heart! 

 

“Don’t talk nonsense, just shoot if you can, but I remind you, you only have two chances…” 

 

David looked down at Long Xiao and said coldly. 

 

“court death…” 

 

Long Xiao’s complexion changed greatly, followed by a loud shout, blue light rose from his body, 

countless rays of light gathered on Long Xiao’s body, and slowly a huge fist appeared on top of Long 

Xiao’s head. 

 

The giant fist shining with blue light carries a strange power, which seems to be absorbing the power of 

heaven and earth. 

 



“Holy Light Fist…” 

 

Long Xiao shouted loudly, and threw out a fist, followed by the huge light fist above his head, with the 

momentum of destroying the dry and pulling the rot, towards David! 

 

The terrifying breath set off a gust of wind, and the sound of breaking the sky suddenly sounded, and 

the protective mask began to tremble violently under this force, and it looked like it was about to 

collapse at any time. 

 

“I’m afraid this is Long Xiao’s strongest blow, right?” 

 

Looking at this powerful punch, Dong Jiahao said nervously! 

 

Bai Xiushan, Zhao Wuji, Zhao Liguo, none of them spoke, but clenched their fists, all of them were 

extremely nervous! 

 

David is their pillar. If David falls, they will lose everything in Kyoto. 
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“Xiao’er has the heart to kill…” 

 

Seeing Long Xiao’s punch, Long Jingguo sighed softly. 

 

But he didn’t stop it. If David couldn’t resist this punch and died, it would be a hit. Long Jingguo, I don’t 

want to let Long Xiao save David’s life. 

 

David’s humiliation of the Long family made Long Jingguo completely angry! 



 

“It’s over, everything should be over…” 

 

Guo Wei saw Long Xiao’s incomparably domineering punch, and shook his head slightly: “Even if David 

can resist this punch, he will be seriously injured if he doesn’t die. This is the consequence of 

arrogance!” 

 

Zhu Zhishan did not speak, but stared at the scene on the ring with a pair of eyes! 

 

“David, I want you to know the consequences of humiliating my Long family…” 

 

Long Xiao shouted angrily, the aura on his body skyrocketed again, and the incomparably huge light fist 

also skyrocketed by a few points! 

 

Facing this mighty punch, David’s face was solemn, and every scale on his body exuded an extremely 

dazzling golden light! 

 

The power of the dragon in the body instantly turned into an invisible golden dragon, surrounding David. 

 

boom… 

 

Long Xiao’s Holy Light Fist slammed into David’s body, and David’s body instantly exploded with a ray of 

light, like a splendid firework! 

 

The endless air waves swept through, and the protective mask couldn’t bear it any longer, and it 

shattered with a bang. 

 



You must know that these are all warriors, but they can’t bear the aftermath, which shows how 

powerful this punch is! 

 

David’s body was falling rapidly, like a shooting star. 

 

And that blue light also trailed behind David with a long tail flame. 

 

boom… 

 

There was another huge explosion, and a large pit with a depth of more than ten meters was 

bombarded on the ground in an instant. 

 

The scene was quiet, and everyone looked at the deep pit, without the slightest movement! 

 

“Hmph, the pearl of rice grains dares to compete with the sun and the moon? It’s just beyond your own 

power…” 

 

Looking at the silent pit, Long Xiao’s face raised a little smug. 

 

“If David wasn’t so arrogant as soon as he came to power, he might be able to follow Long Xiao to fight 

more than a hundred moves, and this is the end…” 

 

Guo Wei shook his head. 

 

There was no joy or sorrow on Zhu Zhishan’s face, and he withdrew his gaze from the ring! 

 

He has always wanted David to die, but now that David is really dead, he feels a little pity in his heart! 



 

If such a talent can be used by the Martial Arts Alliance, it will definitely become a great weapon! 

 

“Dead, and finally dead!” Long Jingguo muttered to himself, “Sister, don’t blame me, if you blame it, 

blame your son for being as stubborn as you. He buried himself by himself…” 

 

And at this moment, Bai Xiushan, Zao Wuji, Zhao Liguo, Yu Dong, including that Dong Jiahao, in the 

stands, looked at the scene in front of them in disbelief! 

 

Since David dared to say the words to let Long Xiao make five moves, he must have a certain degree of 

certainty! 

 

How could he be killed so easily? 

 

“Brother Chen won’t die, definitely won’t die…” 

 

Zhao Chuang shook his head desperately. He wanted to rush up to check, but was held back by Zhao 

Liguo. 

 

“How could this be? How could this be?” 

 

Zao Wou-Ki couldn’t believe it, the Bi Lei ended like this, and David was beaten to death so easily. 

 

Anger, helplessness, and panic began to permeate these people. If David really died, where would they 

go in the future? 

 

“This David is looking for his own death. He wants to challenge the Long Family and the Martial Arts 

Alliance by himself. This is looking for death!” 



 

“We can go get the money. I have long said that buying Young Master Long will win, absolutely no 

problem!” 

 

“David is a man. He didn’t fight back when he was dying. He said that if you let five moves, let five 

moves…” 

 

Everyone was talking, some were happy, some were regretful, and they started to prepare to leave! 
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At this time, the referee of the Martial Arts Alliance also stepped forward, ready to announce the result 

of this competition! 

 

“Let me announce that in this time’s competition, Long Xiao wins…” 

 

The referee announced loudly, but at this moment, everyone in the Long family was not as excited as 

they thought! 

 

Although Long Xiao won, but it was before David fought back. For their Long family, there is nothing to 

be happy about. 

 

“I’m not dead yet, just announcing the result so easily, is the Martial Arts Alliance acting so hasty?” 

 

Just as everyone was about to leave the arena and Long Xiao was about to leave, a sound like a 

thundering thunder suddenly came from the deep pit! 

 

For a moment, the scene was silent, and they all looked into the deep pit, and even those who left 

stopped! 

 



I saw David’s body slowly rising from the deep pit, his clothes were all torn, and the dazzling golden light 

was a little dim, but David’s aura was still strong, as if he was not affected at all! 

 

“hiss…” 

 

Looking at David in good condition, everyone took a deep breath. 

 

“This…how is this possible? Even the strongest of Wuzong’s peak strength, I’m afraid they can’t be intact 

under Long Xiao’s Holy Light Fist, right?” 

 

“Too terrifying, too enchanting, is this David still human?” 

 

“You are so powerful at such a young age!” 

 

Everyone was shocked and looked at David in disbelief! 

 

“How could this be?” Long Jingguo frowned, and the body that was standing up slowly sat back! 

 

Guo Wei and Zhu Zhishan were also shocked. At this moment, there was no way to express their feelings 

in words. 

 

“Hahaha, I knew Brother Chen would be fine…” 

 

Zhao Chuang laughed excitedly when he saw David coming out of the deep pit. 

 

Bai Xiushan, Zao Wuji and the others were all excited! 

 



“Impossible, it’s impossible, why aren’t you dead yet?” 

 

Long Xiao looked at David in front of him, his eyes were full of incredible! 

 

Even if David didn’t die in this punch, he must have been seriously injured, but looking at David’s current 

state, apart from being a little embarrassed, he didn’t seem to be injured. 

 

The corner of David’s mouth lifted, showing a sneer, he ignored Long Xiao, but looked at the referee and 

said, “I’m not dead yet, so what you just announced is bullshit, get out of here…” 

 

David’s words made the referee instantly embarrassed, but for these people in the Martial Arts Alliance, 

David would not give them a good face! 

 

Since he said that he would openly fight with the Martial Arts Alliance, then David doesn’t have to worry 

about his face! 

 

At this moment, Zhu Zhishan in the stands turned cold, but he still waved his hand and let the referee 

leave. 

 

“You still have the last chance. If the punch just now is your hole card, then you are not worthy of my 

shot…” 

 

David looked at Long Xiao coldly, his tone was full of arrogance! 

 

Long Xiao was about to die of anger at this moment, the dignified eldest young master of the Long 

family, the proud son of heaven, was now so humiliated by a little-known boy who came out of 

nowhere. 

 

“Ah ah ah…” 



 

Long Xiao roared like crazy: “Waste, how dare you bully me like this, give me death…” 

 

Long Xiao’s hair stood on end, and bursts of blood-colored mist erupted from his body. Then he slowly 

raised his hands, as if he was doing this kind of sacrifice! 

 

rumbling…   

 

There was a sudden burst of thunder in the sky, and then the rolling dark clouds covered the sun 

directly! 

 

rumbling…   

 

Immediately after that, there was another explosion of thunder, and the dark clouds became denser and 

denser. On top of the black dark clouds, there were continuous lightning flashes! 

 

“How can you change today?” 

 

Someone looked up at the dark cloud and said inexplicably. 

 

“I didn’t expect that at such a young age, Long Xiao even learned the Qianji Yin of their Long family…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan frowned slightly. 
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Guo Wei also had a solemn look on his face: “No wonder Master Dingchan dared to tell me big words. 

Before the end of the year, let Long Xiao compete with me, and he will definitely beat me. Looking at 

the current situation, Long Xiao is cultivating a little bit. Time, I’m afraid it will really surpass me!” 

 

Guo Wei began to have an inexplicable pressure. Although he was the director of the Martial Arts 

Alliance, if he had no real strength, no one would be convinced. If he was surpassed by these juniors, his 

prestige would be lost. 

 

“Patriarch, the eldest young master actually used Qianji Yin. If you don’t use it properly, there will be a 

danger of backlash.” 

 

Long Xingxu whispered in Long Jingguo’s ear. 

 

Long Jingguo’s expression was extremely ugly at this moment. It wasn’t that the matter was over, he 

couldn’t stop it, and now he could only pray that Long Xiao would succeed in using the Thousand 

Machines! 

 

At this time, the blood-colored mist began to rise from Long Xiao’s body, and it actually floated towards 

the dark cloud. 

 

Looking at the blood-colored mist on Long Xiao’s body, David’s expression was dignified, his muscles 

were tense, and he adjusted the power of the dragon again, making the golden light on his body even 

more dazzling! 

 

“David, you underestimate me…” 

 

Long Xiao controlled the blood-colored fog, and then the blood-colored fog was like a lead, instantly 

attracting the lightning in the dark cloud! 

 



David frowned, it turned out that this Long Xiao wanted to use the power of lightning to fight against his 

powerful body! 

 

“Go to h3ll…” 

 

Long Xiao waved his palms, the blood-colored mist directly shrouded David, and then the lightning in the 

dark cloud took advantage of the situation and slashed towards David! 

 

Lightning contains the power of ten thousand, like a big mountain pressing down. You must know that 

this lightning is the power of heaven and earth, and it is not so easy to contend with. 

 

bang… 

 

Finally, the lightning struck David fiercely! 

 

David roared, the golden light on his body flourished, and then a golden dragon appeared! 

 

With a dragon roar, the golden dragon collided with the lightning bolt! 

 

The huge roar made the whole earth tremble, and then a gust of wind swept through, and all the people 

around them carried their breath to resist! 

 

Boom… 

 

Another flash of lightning fell from the dark cloud! 

 

“what…” 



 

The golden light on David’s body became stronger and stronger, and the power of the dragon 

condensed into a golden dragon again, slamming into the lightning bolt! 

 

“What kind of unique skills does David use?” 

 

Zhu Zhishan frowned as he looked at the golden dragon condensed by David. 

 

“I don’t know, I just heard that David also had an adventure. I don’t know if it has something to do with 

this golden dragon!” 

 

Guo Wei shook his head! 

 

At this moment, the dark clouds in the sky are still dense, and lightning is constantly brewing! 

 

“Your last chance has run out…” 

 

David looked at Long Xiao, and then he let out a roar, and the terrifying power exploded instantly! 

 

The golden light on David’s body, like a goddess scattered flowers, shot straight into the sky in an 

instant! 

 

The dense dark clouds were directly washed away by the golden light, and the sun was exposed from 

behind the dark clouds! 

 

Seeing this, Long Xiao didn’t have time to think about it, and hurriedly grabbed it, the blood-colored mist 

instantly turned into a sword, and stabbed David fiercely! 



 

At this moment, David no longer has the golden light to protect his body, so Long Xiao wanted to use 

this sword to kill David! 

 

But who knew that David watched Long Xiao strike out with a sword, and he threw a punch directly. 

 

A fierce force erupted from David’s fist, and the blood-colored long sword transformed into Long Xiao’s 

hand disappeared without a trace in front of this domineering force! 

 

Bang! 

 

Immediately afterwards, Long Xiao only felt his chest tighten, and his body flew out involuntarily. 

 

Long Xiao’s body was smashed to the ground, and a huge human-shaped pit was directly smashed on 

the ground! 

 

“how so?” 

 

Long Jingguo’s face was ashen, he stood up abruptly, his eyes filled with concern. 
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Zhu Zhishan’s face was also cold, and then he looked at Guo Wei, who was also in a confused state at 

this time! 

 

The strength shown by David was beyond their expectations! 

 

“This son can’t stay today no matter what!” 



 

Zhu Zhishan said softly. 

 

Guo Wei nodded, and he also knew that if David was allowed to grow like this, he would be the unlucky 

one below. 

 

“I know you can’t die yet. If you have any skills, just use it!” 

 

David exudes an air of contempt for the world, which makes people unable to hold back their lingering 

fears! 

 

Long Xiao crawled out of the deep pit with difficulty, his chest was already sunken, and his ribs were 

obviously broken! 

 

Just as Long Xiao showed his head, David stepped out, and his body suddenly shot towards Long Xiao! 

 

The endless ferocious aura smashed towards Long Xiao fiercely! 

 

boom! 

 

Long Xiao, who had just stood up, was immediately smashed to the ground again! 

 

In an instant, the smoke and dust were filled, and the dust was flying! 

 

“Xiaoer!” 

 

Seeing this, Long Jingguo’s face changed, and his body suddenly rose! 



 

You had to know that Long Xiao was his only son. He couldn’t have watched Long Xiao’s accident. Now, 

looking at David like this, it was obvious that he was going to kill Long Xiao! 

 

“Homeowner…” 

 

At this time, Long Xingxu grabbed Long Jingguo: “Patriarch calm down, if you help out now, our Long 

family will be completely disgraced and become a laughing stock in the martial arts world, and now the 

eldest young master has not sacrificed the divine weapon, which proves that He’s all right now, and it 

hasn’t reached the critical moment yet!” 

 

Long Xingxu’s persuasion made Long Jingguo calm down! 

 

Long Xiao still had his trump card not shown, proving that Long Xiao has not yet reached the moment of 

crisis. 

 

Just now, if I made an impulsive move and directly broke the rules of the Martial Arts Alliance, it would 

really end badly! 

 

Thinking of this, cold sweat broke out on Long Jingguo’s forehead. 

 

“what…” 

 

Suddenly, Long Xiao roared, and then the blue light completely enveloped him, and the terrifying aura 

was soaring rapidly! 

 

“David, I fought for you today, even if you die together, I will let you die…” 

 



Long Xiao turned into a mad beast! 

 

The fist smashed hard at David. 

 

David did not show weakness either, he punched him, and there was an explosion in an instant! 

 

The terrifying power spread in the air, rippling like ripples! 

 

Long Xiao’s speed is getting faster and faster, and the breath on his body is constantly rising, and his fists 

are falling like raindrops! 

 

Everyone only saw two afterimages passing by quickly, and the sound of breaking the sky continued to 

sound in the sky! 

 

“Is Xiaoer crazy? He even burns his own blood, is he dying?” 

 

Looking at the crazy Long Xiao, Long Jingguo’s face became extremely ugly! 

 

“This Long Xiao is joking with his own life. He burns blood at a young age. If this goes on, even if he wins, 

he’ll be a waste…” 

 

Zhu Zhishan couldn’t help sighing when he saw that Long Xiao actually improved his strength by burning 

blood essence. 

 

In midair, David was dealing with Long Xiao’s torrential attack, without a trace of expression on his face, 

neither anxious nor impatient! 

 



“Let me see how much blood essence you have burned. When your blood essence is exhausted, it will 

be your death…” 

 

Tell David, he punched Long Xiao directly! 

 

Long Xiao raised his fists, but the huge force still caused Long Xiao’s body to fall down! 

 

Seeing this, David chased after him in a flash. 

 

“While you are sick, I will kill you…” 

 

David’s eyes flashed fiercely, and then he punched Long Xiao with punch after punch! 

 

From Long Xiao’s mouth, blood spurted out, and the bones all over his body kept making cracking 

sounds! 

 

boom… 

 

Long Xiao’s body smashed into the ground again! 

 

Then David reached out and picked up Long Xiao. At this moment, Long Xiao was like a dead dog, and he 

let David carry it in his hand! 
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This kind of scene, everyone can’t help but be surprised for a while! 

 

And that Long Jingguo was embarrassed and ashamed in addition to being angry! 



 

His own son, the eldest young master of the Long family known as the Son of Heaven. 

 

Now it has turned into a dead dog, being carried by someone! 

 

Long Xiao looked at David viciously, his eyes full of anger: “David, do you dare to kill me? If you kill me, 

not only will the Long family not let you go, even the Martial Arts Alliance will not let you go. of.” 

 

“I’m not afraid of anyone!” 

 

David clenched his fists tightly, remembering that his own mother was still suffering in the Long family, 

David burst out with monstrous hatred, and then he punched Long Xiao fiercely! 

 

Long Xiao’s body was already covered with scars. He was being punched at the moment, and he was 

afraid that he didn’t even have the strength to stand! 

 

David threw it away, Long Xiao fell to the ground, and then stepped on Long Xiao’s head, David’s eyes 

turned to Long Jingguo in the stands! 

 

David’s eyes were full of provocation, and only Long Jingguo could understand this look! 

 

Long Jingguo felt David’s eyes, his fists clenched tightly, his teeth rattled! 

 

In today’s battle, their Long family has been humiliated! 

 

Just when David didn’t look at Long Jingguo, Long Xiao actually took out a small glass bottle from his 

body. 



 

The glass bottle was opened, and a thick bloody smell came out! 

 

Long Xiao drank the bottle of blood without hesitation! 

 

In an instant, Long Xiao’s energy was rapidly recovering, his sluggish body also began to soar, a raging 

red flame was burning on his body, and even Long Xiao’s eyes became red! 

 

David frowned, his body quickly retreated, watching the changes on Long Xiao, smelling the familiar 

blood, David’s killing intent was even stronger! 

 

“Sonya, is this Sonya’s blood?” David glared at Long Xiao: “Damn you, I’m going to tear you to pieces…” 

 

Sonya was arrested, and David felt very guilty for not being able to rescue her. 

 

Now this Long Xiao is drinking Sonya’s blood in front of David, which directly stimulates David’s nerves! 

 

“Damn you…” 

 

Long Xiao’s body was burning with flames, and his whole body was like a burning man, rushing towards 

David! 

 

As soon as David stretched out his hand, the Dragon Slaying Sword appeared in David’s hand, and flames 

burned on the body of the Dragon Slaying Sword! 

 

“What did Long Xiao take just now? How did the aura on his body recover so quickly?” 

 



“I think it looks like blood. I don’t know what kind of blood it is. It can instantly increase strength!” 

 

“The Long family has a lot of treasures. Now that Long Xiao is using it, it seems that he is really lost!” 

 

“This David actually has a backhand. The sword in his hand is not ordinary at first glance…” 

 

Everyone was talking about it! 

 

At this moment, Long Xiao and David are fighting together again, like two flames are constantly jumping 

and fighting! 

 

The Dragon Slaying Sword in David’s hand slashed across Long Xiao’s chest, blood spilled instantly, and 

the flame on Long Xiao’s body was quickly extinguished. 

 

“I’m going to use your lives to make up for the damage Sonyaffered…” 

 

The Dragon Slaying Sword in David’s hand erupted with countless sharp edges, and then a sword 

stabbed at Long Xiao! 

 

But at this moment, not only did Long Xiao have a copper bell in his hand! 

 

Jingle Bell… 

 

Long Xiao shook the copper bell gently, and then the copper bell made a pleasant sound! 

 

Then a force instantly penetrated everyone. 

 



At this moment, time seemed to stop instantly, and the sword that David stabbed stopped abruptly in 

front of Long Xiao. 

 

Just at the moment when David was sluggish, Long Xiao slapped his palm fiercely, and the force of this 

palm directly penetrated David’s body! 

 

David’s body was like a kite with a broken string, it flew out and slammed heavily on the ground! 


